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N-FAB DEBUTS THE EPYX, A STEP SYSTEM FEATURING A MODERN,
ANGULAR DESIGN AND FULL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
HOUSTON, TX, October 22, 2018– N-FAB, Inc., a Truck Hero company, recently debuted the EpYx, a
step system featuring a modern angular design and full steel construction.

This step’s modern angular design fits tight to the body, for a clean look, while protecting the
vehicles exterior. Full steel construction of this system ensures strength and durability. The EpYx has
a drop down step at each door, engineered with an expanded step plate for ease of access to stock
or lifted vehicles.
Installation of this step system is easy with new modular brackets that allow simple adjustment to
achieve the perfect fit. The EpYx is available in cab length configuration with an attractive textured
black powder coat finish.
N-FAB step systems are backed by a 5-year finish and limited lifetime workmanship warranty. See
warranty for full details.
See below for applicable applications and part numbers.

About N-FAB, Inc.
N-FAB, a Truck Hero company, is an industry leader in making quality nerf bars, pre-runners and other
off-road accessories. N-FAB designs and manufactures quality tubular accessories for truck and SUV
models, both foreign and domestic. N-FAB distributes products through a vast network throughout the
United States and Canada. For more information, please visit our website at n-fab.com.
About Truck Hero, Inc.
Headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI, Truck Hero provides consumers a full range of truck bed covers and other
truck and Jeep accessories with market leading functionality, engineering, quality, and design. The breadth
of Truck Hero’s product offering is vast, including: hard and soft truck bed covers, truck caps, bed liners, floor
liners, steps, suspension kits, Jeep® parts and off-road accessories. Truck Hero’s industry leading family of
brands includes Advantage, A.R.E., BAK, BedRug, Extang, Husky Liners, N-FAB, Omix-ADA, Retrax, Rugged
Liner, Rugged Ridge, Superlift, TruXedo, UnderCover and an online retailer, RealTruck. All of the companies
in the Truck Hero family are recognized as premier brands and are leaders in product innovation. For more
information, please visit our website at truck-hero.com.
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